CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
He returned to his room in the Mullah's Fort and worked
on an order sheet. " I must go to Gabridihari," he said,
" the man there is no good,"
There were four wells at Gorahai, one of which was in
the Fort itself and another outside the camp supplied the
Somali herds. The other two lay in the donga south of the
camp which we crossed next morning at six on a drive of
more than two hundred and fifty kilometres to the Webbe
Shebeli. Looking back on the camp by the way that the
Italians would come, I saw that it lost its individuality soon
in the enormous yellow plain that surrounded it. When I
came back to Gorahai two days later, even the telltale trees
which marked it at short distance had been cut away and re-
placed by tank traps. To the west there shone in the morning
sun the white hills across the Fafan. Herds of bored camels
scattered about the skyline and a hundred gazelle pulled
the blond grass, which flowed along under a south wind
with a promise of dust clouds. It was the old Italian road
that we took. In half an hour we came to a bitter well,
protected by thorn fences at Maranale ; so keenly do the
Somalis prize water here. Then moving up to higher
ground and thicker bush, we passed the waterpost of Shelabo
where twenty Ethiopian soldiers with old rifles watched over
the Somali chief Hussein and his keen-eyed tribesmen.
Hussein is a son of the Mad Mullah and was not trusted by
the Ethiopians : the soldiers here, leaning against the mud-
guards of our lorry to take provisions of grain sent by
Afewerk, told me that they distrusted two of the four posts
of the Bagheri, the Mullah's old tribe, and the Rer Delil
Ba Hawiya, " who camp in any place and spy." The
rest of the Ogaden tribes were good.
Another small post held the Bulei well, which we passed
at midday. Here a road branched off to the Italian
frontier post of Ferfer, from which afterwards Gorahai was
occupied (November). We were axle-deep in dust here.
Driving as we were in intense heat, with both the windows
up, it yet managed to cover everything inside the cab,
pouring in suffocating clouds through the holes for the
brake-pedals and the clutch. Behind, the men were russet
devils. I wondered when any traffic could have passed to
plough the dry veld so deep.

